AUTUMN SCHOOL ON COSMOLOGY
Nov 5th – Nov 15th 2013
BITS Pilani

Time Table

| Date/Time | 9:45-10:30 | 10:30-11:00 | 11:30-13:00 | 13:00-2:30 | 14:30-16:00 | 16:00-16:30 | *17:30-18:30
|-----------|------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|------------|
| 05/11 (TUE) | Inaugural program | Tea | PD | Lunch | PD | Tea | -
| 06/11 (WED) | PD | Tea | TGS | Lunch | PD | Tea | -
| 07/11 (THU) | TRC | Tea | PD | Lunch | TRC | Tea | JP
| 08/11 (FRI) | PD | Tea | TRC | Lunch | JP | Tea | JP
| 09/11 (SAT) | TRC | Tea | PD | Lunch | TRC | Tea | JP
| 10/11 (SUN) | SP | Tea | TGS | Lunch | TRS | Tea | -
| 11/11 (MON) | TRS | Tea | SP | Lunch | TRS | Tea | -
| 12/11 (TUE) | SP | Tea | TGS | Lunch | SP | Tea | -
| 13/11 (WED) | AS | Tea | SP | Lunch | AS | Tea | -
| 14/11 (THU) | AS | Tea | SP | Lunch | AS | Tea | -

PD : Prasun Datta (Background Cosmology and Thermal history)
TRC: Tirthankar Roy Chaudhuri (Structure Formation and neutral IGM)
JP: Jayanti Prasad (CMBR and data analysis)
TRS: T. R. Sheshadri (CMBR theory)
AS: Anjan Ananda Sen (Dark Energy)
SP: Suprateek Pal (Inflation)
TGS: Tapomoy Guha Sarkar (21 cm Cosmology)

Except for the demonstration class at 17:30 hrs all classes shall be held in LTC 5104.

* To be held in the Department of Physics